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ABSTRACT 

Tritium-free water is generally required in large 
quantities for the preparation of laboratory tritium standards 
as well as blanks which are used to determine background count 
rate in the measurement of low level tritium concentrations 
in water samples by liquid scintillation counting method. In order 
to meet the requirements of tritium-free water and save the rocurring 
expenditure on its import from abroad* exploration for locating 
its source in the country was undertaken. Water samples collected 
from a few possible sources were analysed precisely for their 
tritium content at the International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 
Austria and a source of tritium-free water was determined. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

Tritium, a radioactive isotope of hydro-en, is formed in 
the upper atmosphere by the interaction of cosmic-ray produced neutrons 
with nitrogen. Nuclear reactors, fuel reprocessing plants, thermonuclear 
detonations end unclear reactors •*• other sources of tritium.1' 
Tritium forms tritiated water, HTO through oxidation/exchange 
reactions and joins the natural hydrologic cycle. It decays with a 
half life of 12.43 yearsv ' in accordance with the exponential law 
of decay of radioactivity. Tritium content of groundwater diminishes 
with the passage of time provided it does not receive any tritium 
influx. Ultimately the radioactivity of tritium in the water dies 
out yielding tritium free water or 'dead water'• Such water may contain 
other long-lived radioisotopes such as carbon-11*. Tritium-free is 
generally required for the preparation of tritium standards and spikes 
by diluting concentrated tritium standards. Blanks used for the 
determination of background count rate in the measurement of low level 
tritium in water samples by liquid scintillation counting system are aleo pre 
pared from tritiun-free water. Tritium-free water can be bad from Grafendorf ™ 
in Austria 5 and Floridian aquifersr in Canada, etc. The cost of 
transportation of large quantities of tritium-fre^ water is so high that 
its import consumes a considerable amount of the foreign exchange 
allocated to run the laboratory. In order to meet'the requirements of 
tritium-free water, exploration foi the location of its sources in 
Pakistan was undertaken. Reconnaissance sampling of groundwater was 
carried out. Location of a few sources of tritium-free water was 
determined on the- basis of precise analysis of some of the reconna
issance samples. 

2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 
Important pre-requisites for a source of tritium-free 

water are: 
(a) it should not have any recharge from recent surface 

water, 
(ii) preferably water should be under artesian pressure so that 

mixing of fresh wat<?r does not take place. 
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A few situations which say yield tritiu»-fre« water are the 

Tritium has a finite' haWJ-lifeV Water which has a *o*r '• *'"' 
residence tise below the ground surface ms compared fo the half life 
off iritis* *w» as* ksa* as» Mg^^**!* tritium kisssss^M* «stas> 
is, thus, likely to be found in confiaed/seaiconfined aquifers. 

Water which got entrapped in the interstices of sediaeatary 
rock at the tine it was deposited should be free of tritium. Such 
water called connate water nay have been derived froa ocean or fresh 

(5) water sources and typically, is highly mineralized . Connate water 
has been out'of contact with the atmosphere for long periods of time, 
Commonly measured in millions of years and should not contain any 
tritium. 

Water vapour with lesser amounts of carbon dioxide, 
(7) sulphur dioxide and other gases form the- volatile part of magma 

which is the naturally occuring mobile rock material capable of 
intrusion and'extrusion from which'igneous rocks arc considered to 
have been derived. Water that exists in or which ic derived from magma 
is culled magmutic water. It should be free of tritium provided it is 
not adulterated with fresh water. 

Geotherroal springs may yield tritium fr^c water due the 
processes involved in their formation. Molten rock from deep in the 
earth*s interior, sometimes, wells up into the earth's crust and 
heats up the solid rocks in contact. This may usually happen in 

(Q) 
areas of earthquake and volcanic activity . The porous rocks in contact 
with thy hot solid rocks may receive fresh water recharge along a fault 
in the overlying rock. Water heated by convection nETy appear at the 
ground surface through a fissure or a man-made well as shown in figure 1. 
Water may have temperature above the surface boiling due to the 
confining sub* surface pressure If the porous water-bearing rock is 
capped by impervious rock. Withdrawal of liquid water decreases 
pressure and causes steam to form by boiling, thereby releasing a 

(QY 
mixture of steam and water at the surface^ . 
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3. POSSIBLE SOPRCES OF TRITIUM-FR-B WATER 
«____«______w_«__w_«iiMa_«n__wn__wai_w__«aBHM__w_aBM_wM___^i___i__ 

Pakistan comprises flat and fertile alluvial plains 
formed by the River Indus and its tributaries, mountainous and 
sub-mountainous territories with interspersed int^rmontane alluvial 
valleys. Geologic history of the country spreads over lolocen*— 
Precambrian period* Quaternary alluvium has been deposited on 
semiccnsolidated Tertiary rocks or on a basement of metamorphic and 
igneous rocks of Precambrian age. The alluvial complex of Pleis-
toesn* and Recent age represents the latest phase of sedimentation 

(11) in an environment which had its beginning in mid-Tertiary time 
Presence of geothermal field at various places, in the country is 
indicated by thermal springs. These geological conditions can yield 
old tritium-free water of one type or the other as mentioned in the 
foregoing section. A few locations which could yield tritium-free 
water are described below. 

3.1 Deep Aquifer 

Tritium-free water could possibly be found in deep 
semiconfined or confined aquifers in the vast alluvial plain of the 
Punjab. The alluvium deposited by the Rivor Indus and its present 
and ancestral tributaries consists of sand and silt and minor amounts 
of gravel and clay. In accordance with their mode of deposition by 
large constantly shifting rivers, the alluvial deposits are hetero
geneous and individual strata have limited horizontal and vertical 
continuity. The alluvial complex of Pleistocene and Recent ago 
represents the latest phase of sedimentation in an' environment that 
had its beginnings in mid-Tertiary time. Bar uplands, so called because 
of their elevation of 1.5-7*6 m (5-25 feet) above the bordering 
flood plain, generally beyond the roach of flood waters of the river 

N.B. Typically the temperature of hot water rcsorvoirs varies from 
60 to 100°C and they occur at depths ra 
temperature in some cases may be 50-150 
60 to 100°C and they occur at depths ragging 1500-3000 meter. The 



are of relatively older alluvium. They coincide to a large o-tent 
with zones of highly mineralized groundwater within the duabs. Ground
water beneath the bar in Bari Ooab contains generally nore then MOOQ ppm 
of total dissolved solids in a narrow elongate4 zone extending from ... 
Raiwind to Okara, whereas fresh water occurs beneath the adjacent flood 
plains. In some areas of bar uplands, isolated occurrance of relatively 
fresh water may be due to local semiconfined conditions. Thus in north 
•astern Bar! Doab, near Raiwind and Kasur, groundwater containing 
less than 500 pp» of total dissolved solids is found at depths of 
about 183•* (bOO feet), whereas highly mineralized water containing as 

(11) much as 9000 ppc is found abovev 

Raiwind is situated at a distance of about kO km to the south 
west of Lahore on a bar upland in the Bari Doab of the Punjab. A well 
drilled to an approximate depth of 200 m supplies sweet water in 
Tableeghi Jama'at centre. A shallow well nearby, 18-20 ra deep, yields. 
saline water. The water in both the wells is not under artesian pressure 
and has to be pumped. Sweet water, presumably from a local confined 
pocket may be free of tritium. 

3.2 Geotheroal Water 

Thermal water appears at some places in Paki;tan such as 
Balkasar in Chakwal District, Mangopir in Karachi and Tatta Pani in 
Azad Kashmir, etc. It contains compounds of sulphur etc. and is 
generally used by people for the treatment of skin disease. The 
aquifers yielding thermal water are under artesian pressure. Owing to 
the proximity and ease in sampling, the hot water sources at Balkasar 
and Tatta Pani are described below. 

3*2.1 ' Balkasar , - -

Balkasar, a village about 115 km from Rawalpindi ic known 
for its productive oil wells. It can be easily approached by road. 
Hot water known as Kamlial water discharges beside one of the oil 
wells* 
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Kaalial formation belongs to the Hiddle-to-Lato Miocene age. 
The formation consisting of medium to coarse grained purple-grey and dark 
brick red sandstones, contains interbede of hard purple shale and 
yellow and purple intraformational conglomerate. It is characterized 
by spheroidal weathering and heavy mineral content. It is widely 
distributed in the Kohat and Potwar areas. Its thickness at Kamlial is 
90 m while that at Khaur, Soan Gorge and Balkasar is 580 m, 650 m and 
190 m respectively. It is overlain conformably by the Chinji Formation 
of Siwalik group. It overlies Murree Formation conformably with a 
broadly transitional contact but in places it is unconformably overlying 
the Sakesar Limestone and the contact is marked by a basal conglomerate 
with derived fossils^1 . While drilling for oil in Balkasar area 

(13) Kamlial water appears at a depth of about 1675-2286 m. 

3.2.2 Tatta Pani 

Tatta Pani, a small village in Azad Kashmir is located 
about 2k km ( 15 miles ) east of Kotl* on the left bank of the river 
Punch. A gravelled jeapqble-passage going over the hills and crossing 
the unbridged hilly stream leads from Kotli to Tatta Pani. The hot 
water springs appear on the right bank at a short distance from the 
river. Apart from the main spring, hot water appears at a number of other 
places located nearby (fig.2). Some of these springs arc inundated by 
the river water. Sulphur is present in the spring water. 

The area consists of Murree Formation and belongs to the 
Tertiary period. Socene and Miocene sedimentary rocks with mostly 

M M 
shale and sandstone are present • The formation is composed of 
monotonous sequence of dark red and purple clay and purple grey and 
greenish grey sandstone with subordinate intraforaational conglomerate. 
The basal strata of the formation consists of light greenish grey 
calcareous sandstone and conglomerate with Eocene larger foramini-
f«r.<l2>. 
*• R&CONNAlSSAHCE S A M J & J W 

As tritium level in various waters was hitherto unknown, it 
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vas essential to carry out reconnaissance sampling and assess the tritium 
content in water from different possible sources of dead water Dentioned 
in the foregoing sections. An effort was made to take as many samples 
from different sources at the sane location as possible* Double stoppered 
polyethylene bottles each of one litre capacity were used for the 
collection of samples. Usually a two-litre sample was collected from 
each source. Temperature measurements were made with meroury thermo
meter with readability of 1 C. The description of sanples collected 
from Raiwind, Balkasar and Tatta Pani is given in table 1. Although Punch 
River could not be expected to yield tritium-free water, yet a sample 
was collected just for comparison of data with that of ether samples 
from the same locality* 

5* PRELIMINARY TRITIUM ASSAY 07 RSC0HNAISSAKC5 SAMPLES 
The facilities for precise analysis of water samples for 

their tritium content were not fully installed at PINST^CH* The 
reconnaissance* samples had to be assayed to select those with minimum 
tritium and sent to International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna for 
further precise analysis. 

The samples were distilled and mixed with commercial liquid 
scintillator, Insta-Gel* in glass vials. The proportion of the scinti
llator to water was 1^:10. The tritium activity of the samples was 
measured with the help of Packard Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer System model A3350*. The gross counting rate yielded by 
the samples was taken as an approximate index of their tritium content. 
Resulta of two batches of samples analysed are given in table 2. Sealed 
blank standard and H standard* were also included in each batch to have 
a check on the performance of the spectrometer system. 

The samples 83, 88, 91 and 95 yielded low count rate. Some 
of the results are difficult to be diffcrenelated from statistical 
considerations. 

* Supplied by M/s. Packard Instrument Company, Inc. 2200 Warrenville 
Road, Downers Grove, Illinois 60515. U.S.A. 
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6. PRECISE TRITIUM AKALISIS Of SELECTED SAMPLE 
The saaples 83, 88, 91 and 95 yielding low count rate during 

tritium measurements required further precise analysis* These samples 
wore sealed in good quality double-stoppered polyethylene bottles and 

(15) sent to International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna. The results "" of 
tritium analysis provided by I.A*E.A. are given in table 3. Tritium in 
all the samples is less than 1TU*. 

7. THE SOURCE, OF TRITIUh-FREE WATER 
The results of precise tritium analysis indicate that all 

the possible sources of tritium-free water mentioned earlier in this 
report yield water which could be used in the laboratory experiments. 
However, the sample originating from the main spring at Tatta Pani had 
the minimum tritium content. Accordingly, the main geothorual spring 
at Tatta Fani, Azad Kashmir was selected as the source of tritium-free 
water. 

Anticipating the requirements of laboratory"experiments, a 
sufficient quantity of tritium-free water was collected from the 
selected source. It was purified by distillation and stored in appropriate 
vessels. As tritium-free water is prone to pick up tritium from the 
atmospheric water vapour, necessary precautions were taken to avoid its 
contact with the atmosphere during its collection, purification and 
storage. 

8. CONCLUSION 
The exploration for tritium-free water in the country 

culminated in success. It has, on the one hand, provided a source of 
tritium-free water to keep the low level tritium measurements going 
while on the other, it has helped in saving the recurring expenditure 
of the country's hard earned foreign exchange. There may be several other 
places in the country where tritium-free water lies unexplored. 

•Ttj, Tritium unit, is the ratio of 1 atom of tritium to 
10 atoms of hydrogen. The torm TR i.e. tritium ratio, now replaces TU. 



The measurement of tritium in ground water can bo applied 
to identify the confined/scaiconfined pockets or aquifers. Such studies 
may provide useful information about an aquifer before its long term 
exploitation is taken up. Measurement of carbon-1^ in groundwater whose 
tritium is no longer measurable can be quite helpful in determining 
the age of water. Tritium measurements in conjunction with other 
isotopic techniques can provide valuable information about the recharge 
of aquifers. -

9. BSCOMKSNDATIONS 
Isotopic composition of groundwater found in various parts 

of the country should be determined. Samples from different depths may 
be collected and analysed for their tritium, carbon-1^ and stable 
isotope content. Such studies may be of trercendous value in identifying 
different waters and their circulation patterns. 
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Table 1 

Descr ipt ion of reconnaissance saap les 

Saupl insTDate of T Location Point ^ I Collection )[ 

83 5.3.1976 Balkasar 

I Temperature " I 
±c2 J . Remarks 

59 

86 1̂ .3-.1976 -do- 59 
88 17.3. .1976 Raiwind 

(deep well) 37 

89 -do- Raiwind 
(shallow water) 26 

90 20.3-1976 Punch Rivez 
at Tatta Pani 

13.5 ntraospheric 
teutwrature was 
21°C. 

91 -&o- Tatta Pani 
main spring 63 

92 -do- Tatta Pani 
spring 

61 

93 -do- -do- 61 
9<f - 0 . 0 - -do- 62.5 
95 -do- -do- 60 
96 -do- • -do- 55 
97 -do- -do- 57 
98 ~do- -do- 57 
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Table 2 

Results of preliminary tritium assay of reconnaissance samples 

SampTxng 
point J Location f Date of 

{ collection 
j| Gross count 
1 Baich 1 

s p<*r min I 
1 Batch 2 ! 

83 Balkasar 5.3.1976 20.86+0.58 20.83+0.67 

36 Balkasar -do- - 20.77+0.35 
88 Ralwind 

(Deep well) 
17.3.1976 21.31+0.46 21.00+0.62 

89 Raiwind 
(Shallow well) 

-do- 21.04+0.64 21.42+0.9^ 

91 Tatta Pani 
(main spring) 

20.3.1976 21.33+0.89 20.58+O.74a) 

92 Tatta Pani 
(spring) 

-do- 20*99+0-51 -

93 -do- -do- 21.10+0.78 -

94 -do- -do- 21.05+0.51 -

95 - -dc- -do- 20.72+0.70 20.36<+1.26(b) 

96 -do- -do- 21.46.+0.64 -

97 -do- -do- 21.^1+0.63 -

98 -do- -do- 21.61+0.88 -

Scaled Blank standard* c) 19.15+.. 53 19.13+0.6 

Sealed \ etandard(c) 65256+^16 65242+23 

(a) Average count rate from two replicates. 
(b) Average count rate from throe replicates. 
(c) Packard Instrument Co. Inc., OS.A. 
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Table 3 

Results of tritium analysis carried out at I.A.B.A. 

Sample I Date of I n,_<4.4„_ „„.«.„ I Standard Error of" 
No. 1 collection , Tritium units { M e a s u r 8 i n e n t 

PINS 33 5-3.1976 0.52 0.18 

PIHS 83 17-3.1976 O.M 0.19 

PINS 91 20.3.1976 0.12 0.20 

PISS 95 20.3.1976 O.33 0.19 
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FIG.1- CONCEPTUAL MODEL SHOWING FORMATION Or 
HOT WATER SPRING-



F!G.2. SCHEMATIC SHOWING LOCATION OF GEOTHERMAL SPRINGS AT TATTA PANI 
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